
Fieldbus, as a digital replace-
ment for 4-20 mA analog com-
munications, is a simple concept, 
but it is significantly changing the 
way that users look at their pro-
cesses and is providing a flood of 
information from the field about 
both the devices and their asso-
ciated processes. Users should 
approach the process of choosing, 
implementing and using fieldbus in a way that will achieve suc-
cessful and superior performance, reduced costs and operational 
excellence in the context of the enterprise’s business goals. 

Process fieldbuses in the forms of Fo und at io n  fieldbus H1 

and HSE, and PROFIBUS PA and DP, have all moved into the 
mainstream of process automation and are being installed in 
large plants for critical applications worldwide. For many users, 
fieldbus is now a part of their standard purchase specification 
for control systems and instrumentation. The Fieldbus Founda-
tion, for example, reports over 6,000 host system installations 
worldwide. This number continues to increase. 

In ARC’s view, justifying any fieldbus project should be 
approached as methodically as the process for system selection, 
with its own additional unique concerns. Justification based 
on adopting the latest technology, or even based on reduced 
cost of ownership, is not sufficient. Table 1 lists the five key 
metrics that should be taken into account when justifying 
a fieldbus project. Most important is creating a knowledge 
workforce. Knowledge workers are empowered with the data 
they need when they need it to make intelligent decisions that 
directly affect the quality of the product being manufactured 
and plant performance. 

Fieldbus justification goes beyond  
total cost of ownership

TABLE 1. Five pillars 
of fieldbus justification

• Superior return on assets

• Reduced maintenance cost 

• Reduced unplanned downtime

• Abnormal situation avoidance

• Knowledge workforce creation

LARRY O’BRIEN, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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According to ARC’s Fieldbus User Survey, most fieldbus sys-
tems have higher initial cost than conventional systems, but 
much lower installed and total life cycle costs.

FIG. 1
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Fieldbus is primarily limited to new installations, but its 
impact on existing installations will increase.

FIG. 2
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Installed vs. life cycle cost. The real benefits of fieldbus 
are obtained after startup, not during the installation or initial 
cost phases. Benefits such as reduced wiring and installation 
costs, and field control are not the primary perceived advan-
tages. According to ARC’s research, the primary advantages of 
fieldbus occur in the areas of maintenance and operations. In 
other words, fieldbus itself is not the cost-saver, but merely an 
enabler to a new level of asset management effectiveness that 
can significantly reduce operating costs and produce operational 
excellence. Many of the benefits of fieldbus and device networks 
are still being discovered as users gain more experience with 
these technologies in a real plant setting. 

Many users are still in the discovery phase when it comes to 
total cost of ownership (TCO) advantages. This is not surpris-
ing, since most process automation end users do not have a 
comprehensive view of the system’s total life cycle cost and the 
methodologies in place for measuring life cycle costs across the 
spectrum of automation products. For many users, installed cost 
of fieldbus control systems is higher than conventional instal-
lations, which is also consistent with ARC’s findings (Fig. 1). 
Initial cost of fieldbus-compatible devices is slightly higher, and 
intrinsic-safety barriers and repeaters can add more to the cost. 

Value of fieldbus transcends new installations. 
Like any new technology in process automation, fieldbus was 
originally limited to the realm of pilot plants and noncritical, 
ancillary applications within plants. According to results from 
an ARC survey on fieldbus adoption with over 60 end-user 
respondents, fieldbus is still primarily deployed in new instal-
lations or as a replacement for outdated control schemes such 
as pneumatic systems or collections of single- and multiloop 
controllers (Fig. 2). This trend agrees with initial arguments that 
the primary value proposition of fieldbus lies in reduced wiring 
and commissioning costs. In fact, ARC has found in many cases 
that the initial cost of a fieldbus installation in a new facility can 
be comparable to, or even exceed, that of a conventional system 

installation—especially for first timers who must deal with the 
new approach to P&IDs and engineering practices that are 
necessary for successful project implementation. 

We believe that fieldbus will be increasingly used as a replace-
ment for, and an addition to, existing control systems as users 
realize that the value proposition of fieldbus really lies in the 
operational phase of the system—and not in the initial, or even 
installed, cost. Several of the world’s leading refiners, for example, 
are specifying fieldbus on greenfield and revamp projects. 

Management and employee buy-in critical. Lack of 
upfront planning can mean the difference between disaster and 
success in a fieldbus installation. Upfront planning goes beyond 
traditional engineering issues such as P&IDs to include the peo-
ple issues as well. No fieldbus project can be successful without 
the buy-in of plant operations personnel and management. The 
enabling technology fieldbus offers no benefits if employees are 
not willing to use the tools. 

Users interested in getting fieldbus installed in their plants 
should get the buy-in of both management and field-level per-
sonnel. The increased flow of data from the field that comes 
from digital communications will be used by a much wider 
audience than the traditional control system operator. The role 
of maintenance personnel, in particular, is changed dramati-
cally by the implementation; maintenance personnel should 
be included in any fieldbus projects from the beginning of the 
planning phase.  HP
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